Antelope Class
Home Learning
Maths, English, PE, PSHE /Art
13.1.21
Hello Antelopes,
In this presentation you will find your maths, English, PE and
PSHE / art lesson for today.
The following lessons should take approximately 30-40
minutes each.

Maths Lesson
Y4: To calculate area by counting squares.
Y5: To calculate area by multiplying length by width.
Warm-up:
Please use your laminated times table pack to practise different
times tables, as these will be needed for today’s lesson.

What is area?
Area is the measurement of space inside a
2D shape.
To calculate the area of a rectangle we use the
measurements of sides.
Often we will use square centimetres (cm²) or square
metres (m²).
We can calculate the area by counting the squares
inside a rectangle (year 4) or we can use the
formula base length x width (year 5).

Is there a way to find
the number of
squares without
counting every single
one?

How many squares
are inside this
rectangle?

40cm2

This is a way of measuring
the size of this rectangle; we
call this its area: it is the
amount of surface it covers.

What do you
know that
could help?

5 rows…
Each row has…
If each square measured one
centimetre by one centimetre we
would call each square 1 square
centimetre. We write it like this:
1cm2.
4

Year 4

Pretend that each
square measures
1cm × 1cm.

What is the area
of the rectangle?

Did you count
every square or use
a number fact?

You can count the squares to calculate area, alternatively,
you can multiply the length and width together, just like an
array.
For this rectangle:
Each square is 1 cm².
The length is 7 squares and the width is 3 squares.
Therefore, the area is 7 x 3, which equals 21 cm²

Have a go at using both methods to work out
the area of the following rectangle:

Answer:

For this rectangle:
The length is 6 squares and the width is 4 squares.
Therefore, the area is 6 x 4, which equals 24 cm²

Activity 1:
What is the area of
each rectangle?
Challenge 1: count
the squares to
calculate the area.
Challenge 2:
Calculate the area by
using the formula,
length x width.

How can we
find the area of
this shape?

This is a rectilinear shape.
A rectilinear shape is a 2D polygon whose sides all
meet at right angles (90-degree angles) and which
can be separated into rectangles.

24cm2

6cm2

We could count ALL the
squares, but we can
also split the shape up
into rectangles.

6cm2

Now we can use a mix of
counting and calculation
to find the area of the
whole shape.

The area of the
whole shape is….

36cm2.

How could you split up this shape?
What would be the area of the shape?

6 cm²

4 cm²

1
2

6 cm²

2 cm²

1

6cm² x 4cm² = 24cm²

2

24cm² + 12cm² = 36cm²

2cm² x 6cm² = 12cm²
So, the area of the
whole shape is….
36cm2.

Activity 2:
What is the area of
each rectilinear
shapes?
Challenge 1: count
the squares to
calculate the area.
Challenge 2:
Calculate the area by
using the formula,
length x width.
Challenge 3:
Available on the next
slide.

Challenge 3: Calculate the area of the rectilinear below. Use the measurements
and the formula, length x width to work it out.

Problem solving and reasoning questions
John has a rectangular bookmark It measures 20cm by 6cm. Draw it
accurately and find its area.
It is too long for his book, so he cuts 1cm off the bottom. What is its area
now?
Tanya has a silk scarf. It measures 60cm by 30cm. Is its area more or less
than 100cm2?
Find the area of this shape. Each little square is a 1 centimetre square.

Problem solving and reasoning: Answers
John has a rectangular bookmark It measures 20cm by 6cm. Draw it accurately and find its area.
Area of the bookmark is 120cm2 (not 120cm).
It is too long for his book, so he cuts 1cm off the bottom. What is its area now? The area is now
114cm2, since it is now 19cm by 6cm. Some may give 119cm2 (subtracting 1 from 120), if so refer
to the drawing to demonstrate why this is incorrect.
Tanya has a silk scarf. It measures 60cm by 30cm. Is its area more or less than 100cm2? More
since 60cm by 30cm gives an area of 1800cm2. An answer of ‘less’ might indicate that the child has
added the numbers in the question, rather than multiplying them together.
Find the area of this shape. Each little square is a 1 centimetre square. 21cm2 (not 21cm).

English Lesson
To describe Mr Carter’s study and make a prediction.

Please follow the link to listen to ‘Chapter 4’ of Journey
to the River Sea being read.
Journey to the River Sea Chapters 4 & 5 - YouTube
(Listen to 6:41)
Listen carefully to how Mr Carter’s study is described.

Activity 1:
Describe Mr Carter’s study.

Think about:
o How it was described.
o How the room reflects what type of man Mr
Carter is.
o What the encounter was like between Maia
and Mr Carter.

Now, continue to listen to the rest of Chapter 4.
Journey to the River Sea Chapters 4 & 5 YouTube
(Listen to 31:40)

Activity 2:
Write a prediction for what you think will happen
next.

• What do you think will Maia do?
• How would Maia feel about not being able to go
and see Clovis in his play?
Explain each decision you make.

PE Lesson
Normally on a Wednesday, Antelope class would have a sports coach session.
Today we would like you to complete a PE activity.
This could be a walk with the family, a play in the garden or why not try one of
the links below. Have fun!

• Joe Wicks:
PE With Joe | 2021 – YouTube
• Kids HIIT workout:
Kids HIIT Workout 2 – YouTube
•

Just Dance:
Just Dance - YouTube

PSHE Lesson
Today we are going to be exploring a new subject.
This subject is called Mindfulness. We are going to use mindfulness to help
us understand how we are feeling and how we can help ourselves be more
settled and calm.
Understanding how we are feeling and how this can affect our behaviour is
very important. It can help us feel more calm and settled.
It can also help us manage and live with our more difficult emotions such
as:

feeling
stressed,

feeling
anxious,

feeling
sad,

feeling
angry.

There are no
‘good’ or ‘bad’
feelings!

Feeling this way from
time to time is perfectly
OK. There is nothing to
be afraid of or ashamed
of in feeling stressed,
anxious, sad or angry.

These feelings are often
labelled as ‘bad’ but
there is no such thing as
a bad feeling or emotion.
Worries we have tend to
come from our reaction
to the emotion or feeling.

Everyone
experiences these
emotions – friends,
family, parents and
even teachers!

If we do not understand these emotions and how they can
affect us, they can affect our mood and our mental health.
Sometimes, our more challenging emotions can take over
our life and we can find ourselves feeling very sad and
unhappy.
Mindfulness teaches us to be aware of, and understand our
emotions. By practicing mindfulness when we experience
challenging emotions, it can help us to let them go.
This helps us to be more happy and content.
There are no ‘good’ or ‘bad’ feelings!

What is Mindfulness?
Mindfulness is a practice and discipline that allows us
to explore our experience.
Mindfulness is a form of training where we train
ourselves to be focused, settled and calm.
We learn to focus on our thoughts, feelings and
physical feelings and see how they shape or affect our
mood and behaviour.
In mindfulness we are learning to pay attention
and to notice when our mind has wandered off
into thinking and day dreaming.
Psychologists have found that we spend nearly
half of our day not focused but daydreaming!

The Scattered Mind
Our minds can be full of thoughts.
It is OK to be scattered but it can make it very difficult to concentrate on
one thing.
Just for a moment, close your eyes
Now open your eyes. What
and imagine yourself enjoying your
happened to your concentration?
favourite activity.

Allow the memories of doing this activity to appear. Now try and keep
focusing on this activity as I ask you to think about different things:
You have
homework
to do.

You need to tidy
your bedroom.

Your brother, sister or
friend is doing something
that annoys you.

The Scattered Mind
Having a scattered mind is OK. Our minds will wander, we will get distracted.

However, a scattered mind affects more than our concentration.
It can also affect how we are feeling.
The psychologists who discovered that we spend nearly half of our days
daydreaming, found that when our minds are scattered, we are more likely to feel
stressed, anxious, sad or angry.

This is because instead
of experiencing our life
as it is, we get caught up
in thinking, worrying
and being anxious about
how things were or how
they could be.

The Scattered Mind
Over time this can affect our mood, our behaviour and our mental health.
Learning to settle the scattered mind is a key part
of learning to be calmer and happier.

Through mindful
meditation
practices, we can
train our mind to
be more calm.

We can try this
now with the
Breath and
Thoughts
Meditation.

Thought Clouds
Practicing mindfulness can be difficult.
Sometimes, no matter how hard we try
to settle the mind, we keep getting
caught up in our thoughts.
Instead of just noticing that we are
thinking, our mind takes over and before
we know it, we are stuck in a whirlwind
of thoughts about all kinds of things.
Thoughts become more thoughts and
they become more thoughts! Soon we
can feel like all we have are thoughts!

To help us be more
mindful, we can use
the Thought Clouds
to help us recognise
and let go of
thoughts.

This is a very important
part of being mindful. We
are not ignoring our
thoughts, but we are not
being carried away by
them either.

Thought Clouds
Just stop for a few
moments. Set aside
five minutes to stop
and sit, stand or lay
still. Close your eyes
if this helps.

Now, just focus
on your
breathing. Feel
the sensations
of breathing.

Look at the thought
for a few moments
and then, ‘let it go’
(you can even gently
move the card away
from you or drop it).

Each time you notice a thought,
say to yourself (either out loud or
silently in your head) ‘I am
thinking’, open your eyes and then
write the thought on one of the
clouds.

Go back to focusing
on breathing.

Thought Clouds
Each time you notice a thought, say to yourself (either out loud or silently in
your head) ‘I am thinking’, open your eyes and then write the thought on one
of the clouds.

Look at the thought for a
few moments and then,
‘let it go’ (you can even
gently move the card away
from you or drop it).

Keep doing this for a
few minutes before
opening your eyes and
getting back to your
day.

Rainbow Mindfulness Art
To create a piece of rainbow mindfulness art you will need:

a copy of the rainbow template;

a felt-tip pen or colouring pencil for each colour
of the rainbow;

a sheet of paper to practise drawing
mindfulness patterns.

Mindfulness Patterns
First, let’s practise some mindfulness patterns.

Rainbow Mindfulness Art
Now, create a mindfulness rainbow using your patterns.
Remember to use a different pattern for each colour.

